
VIDEO:  Hector  Camacho  Jr.
Talks Chavez Sr. Exhibition

TICKETS  ON  SALE  NOW  FOR
TRIBUTE TO THE KINGS
Guadalajara, Mexico (April 15, 2021) – Tickets are NOW on-sale
for Tribute To the Kings that will take place on Saturday
night,  June  19th,  at  The  Jalisco  Stadium  in  Guadalajara,
Mexico.

The card can be seen LIVE on Pay-Per-View in North America

On the Pay-Per-View portion of the card:

Julio Cesar Chavez Sr will take on Hector Camacho Jr. in a
six-round exhibition fight.

In this very special battle between Mexico and Puerto Rico,
Camacho will look to get even from the historic bout that
Chavez had with Camacho’s legendary dad on September 12, 1992.

MMA  legend,  Anderson  Silva  will  fight  former  world
middleweight champion Julio Cesar Chavez Jr in an eight round
light heavyweight bout.

Ramon Alvarez and Omar Chavez will do it for a third time in
their rubber match in a 10 round middleweight bout.

Kevin Torres (17-1-1, 14 KOs) will take on an opponent to be
named in an eight-round junior welterweight bout.

Opening  the  pay-per-view,  an  exciting  title  fight  pitting
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Damian Sosa (17-1, 10 KOs) taking on undefeated Abel Mina
(13-0,  7  KOs)  for  the  WBO  Super  Welterweight  Latino
Championship

Tickets  are  now  on  sale  by  clicking
https://boletomovil.com/jcchavez and are priced for all fans
in a wide variety of price ranges from $10 up to $350 for
ringside tickets.

Gates open at 4:00 pm CST and first undercard fight starts at
4:30 pm CST.

The Pay-Per-View portion will begin at 9 PM ET/8 PM CT / 6 PM
PT

There will be a a total of 12 bouts on the show, with the
first  eight  being  streamed  on  www.globalsportsstreaming.com
and many other digital platforms to be announced.

ABOUT TRIBUTE TO THE KINGS

This Massive Event “Tribute to The Kings” will be live on Pay-
Per-View and will feature a special Exhibition bout that will
see Julio Cesar Chavez Sr. make his final ring appearance
against Hector Camacho Jr. Camacho will be honoring the legacy
of his late Hall of Fame father.

Anderson Silva, considered by many to be the greatest MMA
fighter of all time, will take on former WBC Middleweight
Champion of the world Julio Cesar Chavez, Jr. in a boxing
match on June 19th at Jalisco Stadium in Guadalajara, Mexico.
Silva of Curitiba Brazil was the longest reigning middleweight
Champion for the UFC and compiled a record of 34 victories
with 11 losses and 23 stunning knockouts. His boxing record is
13 – 1. Chavez, Jr. has a record of 52-5-1 with 34 knockouts.

The  show  is  promoted  by  Borizteca  Boxing  and  Tosacano
Promotions, and is produced by Global Sports Streaming.

Use the Following Hashtags and Social media handles to keep up



with news and content for Tribute to the Kings

SilvaChavezJr

ChavezJrSilva

chavezcamacho

tributtothekings

tttk

juliocesarchavez

chavezjr

hectorcamacho

AndersonSilva
@toscanoboxingpromotions  @boriztecaboxing  @jcchavez115
@jcchavezjr  @omarchavezzbu  @inocentealvarez1  @hectorcamacho3
@gsstreaming @best_in_boxing @spiderandersonsilva @ktorres_97
@samuraisosa_ @abelmina.authentic @houseofboxing @izmosis68



VIDEO:  Julio  Chavez  Jr.  –
Anderson  Silva  Zoom
Conference Call

MMA LEGEND, ANDERSON SILVA TO
FACE JULIO CESAR CHAVEZ JR.
AT TRIBUTE TO THE KINGS ON
SATURDAY, JUNE 19TH ON PAY-
PER-VIEW
Guadalajara, Mexico (March 30, 2021) – It is Official!! — The
Legend Anderson Silva has agreed to fight Julio Chavez Jr. in
“Tribute to the Kings” in a boxing match on Saturday June 19th
to be broadcast on Pay Per View in North America.

Anderson Silva, considered by many to be the greatest MMA
fighter of all time, will take on former WBC Middleweight
Champion of the world Julio Cesar Chavez, Jr. in a boxing
match on June 19th at Jalisco Stadium in Guadalajara, Mexico.
Silva of Curitiba Brazil was the longest reigning middleweight
Champion for the UFC and compiled a record of 34 victories
with 11 losses and 23 stunning knockouts. His boxing record is
13 – 1. Chavez, Jr. has a record of 52-5-1 with 34 knockouts.
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“When I look back at my journey, I see that nothing has been
in vain!
I am extremely happy for the opportunity to test my boxing
skills  with  Julio  César  Chávez  Jr.  I  train  continuously,
always am striving for resilience and to overcome obstacles.
Fighting is my everlasting breath,” said Silva.

““I have rededicated myself to the sport I love and I will be
ready  to  face  anyone  in  the  Light  Heavyweight  division
starting with Silva. I will be prepared to be victorious on
June 19th,” said Julio Cesar Chavez Jr.

Keith Schoen, of Schoen Entertainment, working in concert with
Armando Bareño of Global Sports Streaming (GSS) have secured
the deal with Anderson Silva for this bout with Julio Chavez
Jr. The promoter for this event is Jorge Toscano of Toscano
Boxing Promotions and Saul Rios of Borizteca Boxing Promotions
who are represented by Attorney Gino Mazzanti.

“This  promises  to  be  an  epic  battle  between  two  superior
fighters with a global fan base. Everyone associated with this
Pay-Per-View promotion, and fight fans from around the globe
are super enthusiastic to see these two great fighters meet in
the ring,” said Keith Schoen. Anderson Silva is represented by
ICM Partners, and managed by Talize Sayegh of Ducais Talent
Management.

Said Jorge Toscano of Toscano Promotions, “We are excited to
complete this deal and bring an entertaining night of boxing
for the combat sport community.”

Fellow  co-promoter  Saul  Rios  of  Borizteca  Boxing  said,
“Anderson Silva is the greatest MMA fighter, and a great boxer
so to have him fight Chavez Jr. for his first fight after
leaving the UFC makes for an intriguing night of boxing.”

Armando Bareño of Global Sports Streaming stated, ““When you
hear the names Chavez, Camacho, & Alvarez you know those are
big names in boxing. Now adding Silva’s name to boxing; this



made a special night even bigger with the GOAT of MMA fighting
in a boxing match.”

This Massive Event “Tribute to The Kings” will be live on Pay-
Per-View and will also feature a special Exhibition bout that
will see Julio Cesar Chavez Sr. make his final ring appearance
against Hector Camacho Jr. Camacho will be honoring the legacy
of his late Hall of Fame father.

TWO BIG BOXING EVENTS Coming
to  Global  Sports  Streaming
and Bestinboxing.com Pay-Per-
View
Las  Vegas,  Nevada–  (September  17th,  2020)  –  Starting  on
Saturday night, two big fight cards that will originate from
Tijuana, Mexico will be streamed live on www.bestinboxing.com
Pay-Per-View.

This Saturday, Borizteca Boxing and Grito De Guerra Promotions
will  present  a  terrific  card  that  will  feature  super
lightweights Kevin Torres and Jose Cuevas in the eight-round
main event.

The show has a PPV price of $5.99

Torres of Bellingham, Washington has a record of 16-1-1 with
14 knockouts.

The 23 year-old Torres is riding a six-fight winning streak.

Cuevas of Tijuana is 13-1-1 with 11 knockouts.
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The 21 year-old Cuevas has won four in a row.

The Pay-Per-View undercard begins at 6 PM ET / 3 PM PT will
feature:

A eight-round battle of undefeated bantamweights as Breenan
Macias (7-0-2, 4 KOs) of Goodyear, Arizona takes on Carlos
Lopez (12-0-2, 4 KOs) of Mexico for the WBC Youth title.
Macias is promoted by Mikey Garcia (Garcia Presents)

Elio German Rafael (15-3, 9 KOs) of Mexico City battling Alan
Carillo (11-4, 8 KOs) of Tijuana in a six-round middleweight
bout.

Mario Ramirez (13-1-1, 4 KOs) of Mexico squaring off with
Adalberto Garcia (6-11-5, 2 KO) of Guadalajara, Mexico in a
six-round super featherweight bout.

In a six-round lightweight bout, Manuel Rey Rojas (19-4, 5
KOs) of Dallas, Texas fights Jorge Alvarez (3-9-1, 2 KOs) of
Mexico.

Four preliminary bouts featuring two undefeated fighters plus
American favorite Mark DeLuca will be streamed live for FREE
beginning  at  4  PM  ET  on  globalsportsstreaming.com  ;
bestinboxing.com ; Fight Hub TV on Youtube ; as well as Abrams
Boxing on Youtube and 15rounds.com.

Monday, Paco Presents and Fabrica De Campeones will stage
another terrific card that feature two title bouts and will
begin at 9 PM ET / 6 PM PT.

The PPV Price is $6.99

In the main event, Alejandro Santiago will take on Willibaldo
Garcia  in  a  10-round  bout  for  the  WBC  International
Bantamweight  title.

Santiago of Tijuana has a record of 21-2-5 with 11 knockouts.
He is ranked number-nine by the WBC on the strength of wins



over Jose Lopez (2-0-1), Hector Flores (2-0), Angel Barcenas
(5-1-1), Alfredo Vargas (12-1-3) and his last bout when he
stopped Roberto Cantu (20-2) in eight rounds to win the WBC
International Bantamweight title on November 22.

Garcia of Copala, Mexico is 10-3-1 with five knockouts.

The 30 year-old Garcia has win eight in a row, and is unbeaten
in his last 10 fights. He has wins over the likes of Luis
Javier Valdes (3-0-1); Jose Maciel (4-0-1), Cuahutli Guerrero
(5-0-1) and his last bout when he took a 10-round unanimous
decision over Dewayne Beamon (16-3-2) on February 1st.

In the 10-round co-feature, Victor Sandoval (33-3, 21 KOs) of
Tijuana takes on Kevin Villanueva (16-2-3, 12 KOs) for vacant
WBC International Super Flyweight title.

In  an  eight-round  super  featherweight  bout,  Cristian  Cruz
(12-5, 6 KOs) of Tijuana fights Diego Aleman (12-1-1, 8 KOs).

In a six-round lightweight scrap, Gilberto Espinoza (11-2, 6
KOs) of Tijuana battles Saul Guardado (8-1, 7 KOs)

Kicking off the action will be a four-round flyweight bout
between Bryan Luna (5-0, 3 KOs) of Los Mochis and Felipe Ayon
(1-0-1, 1 KO).

The Pay-Per-View will begin at 9 PM ET / 6 PM PT

AUDIO: Talking with Flyweight
contender Angel Ramos
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VIDEO: Talking with Flyweight
contender Angel Ramos

Global  Sports  Streaming
Launches Pay Per View Service
with Best in Boxing
Las Vegas, Nevada– (August 31, 2020) – This coming September,
Global Sports Streaming (GSS) will be launching a state of the
art streaming service for combat sports promoters and sports
organizations. Due to the pandemic, these sports properties
have been looking for solutions to distribute their content as
they struggle with putting on shows without an audience in
attendance. After talking with many of these entities, the
opportunity to take their product online is really the only
choice to put on quality events during the Coronavirus lock-
downs.

“We’ve been streaming live combat sports for years, so we
already had an infrastructure in place to help companies deal
with this new reality. We’ve been working on a pay platform
for  a  while,  similar  to  Netflix  or  ESPN+  but  much  more
ambitious,  and  innovative,  so  we  took  a  portion  of  the
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platform and repurposed it for pay per view,” said Armando
Bareno founder of GSS.

The new platform will kick off on THIS SATURDAY,, September
5th  with  Toscano  Boxing  Promotions  out  of  Stockton,  CA.
Toscano has taken its operation south of the border to manage
the costs of setting up a bubble scenario in order to comply
with the Tijuana commission guidelines. Toscano has been doing
events in Stockton for the past couple of years, and had to
cancel a sold-out event a week out from their fight night at
the Stockton Memorial Civic Auditorium. Toscano is the perfect
example of companies being affected by the lock-downs. They
still wanted to do shows, but without a live gate, they need a
solution  to  help  them  generate  revenue.  We  were  able  to
provide them with that opportunity in the form of pay per
view.

GSS has since talked with over a dozen sports organizations
and  will  be  helping  them  broadcast  their  events  live  on
globalsportsstreaming.com;  bestinboxing.com;  and
gssstreaming.com.  Those  sites  are  all  linked  to  the  same
paywall services. GSS has a full line up of Boxing, Muay Thai,
MMA, and new to GSS basketball the remainder of 2020.

GSS has put together a great overall experience for the fans
for every sports broadcast. We kick off every boxing Pay-Per-
View with free preliminary bouts. Also as part of the kickoff
show, there will be commentary from the GSS studio in Las
Vegas. Emmy Award winner Courtney Perna anchors a new show
“Before the Bell”, featuring the live prelim fights mixed in
with  studio  guests  and  previews.,  and  the  show  will  be
simulcasted on Fight Hub TV and Abrams Boxing on YouTube. GSS
has formed great partnerships with Fight Hub bringing live
fights to their 850,000+ subscribers as well as Abrams Boxing
PR Media and Broadcasting.. After the preliminary fights, the
Pay Per View kicks off on globalsportsstreaming.com, as well
as bestinboxing.com.



Tune in on Saturday night, September 5th, for the launch of
GSS  Pay  Per  View  with  Toscano  Promotions  live  from  the
Historic  Jai  Alai  Palace  Forum  Entertainment  Center  in
Tijuana, Mexico. Pay-Per-View Tickets for the show are only
$9.99. It’s a great night of fight action from the opening
bout to the main event.

In the main event, Angel Ramos will take on Jorge Villalobos
in the eight-round flyweight main event.

The outstanding show be will be streamed live all over the
world on bestinboxing.com

Global  Sports  Streaming
Presents  Best  in  Boxing  on
Friday,  February  16th  live
from Tijuana, Mexico
Global Sports Streaming (GSS) @GSStreaming is announcing a 6
Live Fight Broadcast partnership with Fight Hub TV @FightHubTV
starting with their upcoming February 16th show. Fight Hub TV
will  live  stream  the  undercard  fights  from  Global  Sports
Streaming’s show Best in Boxing @bestinboxing. Best in Boxing
broadcasts 12 to 13 fights per show and now with a pay per
view model in place will work with Fight Hub TV as the lead in
to the PPV broadcast. Fight Hub TV will live stream six to
seven fights on their YouTube channel youtube.com/fighthub.
Fight Hub TV has over 300,000 subscribers and is the largest
independent boxing YouTube channel.

“This is a great partnership for Global Sports Streaming.
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Marcos  Villegas  has  built  a  quality  channel  with  a  loyal
following and we are honored to be working with his company.”
Armando Bareño founding member of Global Sports Streaming is
on a mission to expand the sport of boxing and working with
Fight Hub TV is only accelerating the process. “I’ve always
felt that the sport of boxing does a disservice to itself by
not  broadcasting  the  developmental  stages  of  a  fighters
career.” Armando and his Global Sports Streaming team are
working to broaden the viewership by broadcasting fights that
are overlooked by television networks.

“I’m  very  happy  in  joining  Global  Sports  Streaming  and
Borizteca Boxing in this venture. It’s the perfect opportunity
to provide live fights that provide knockouts to our core
subscribers and fight fans via our platform. We look forward
to this event and others that will see Fight Hub TV move into
broadcasting live fights and events in 2018.”

Marcos Villegas created Fight Hub TV in 2009 and since than
has built Fight Hub into the largest and most subscribed to
digital platform for boxing in the world and second biggest in
all of combat sports. Boxing fans and combat sport fans have
truly found Fight Hub TV to be a great source of information
on their favorite fighters and events.

Fight Fans can watch the undercards on youtube.com/fighthub
and change over to bestinboxing.com to watch the pay per view
portion of the card. Exciting prospect Dewayne Beamon (13-0
10KOs) of Goldsboro, North Carolina will be fighting Angel
Francisco Ramos Serrano (17-1-1 12KOs) of Ensenada, Mexico in
the main event.

The pay per view platform is just step one for Global Sports
Streaming as they are preparing to launch their own Netflix
style sports streaming service in the second quarter of 2018.
“This is an idea I’ve had in my head for years and it’s
finally in the process of being built. We will be expanding
our sports coverage to an assortment of sports programming. We



will be developing our own programming as well as working with
sports producers to develop content for the platform,” stated
Armando.

Other fighters scheduled to appear on the broadcast are super
featherweight Mario Ramirez (9-1, 3 KOs), super lightweight
Armando Tovar (8-1, 6 KOs), super welterweight Kevin Torres
(6-0-1, 5 KOs) and opening up the Pay-Per-View portion will be
super featherweight Roberto Meza (8-1, 4 KOs)

The show begins at 7 PM PST on www.youtube.com/fighthub, and
at 10 PM PST on www.bestinboxing.com for $2.99

Former  Oakland  Raider,Tony
Hirsch  looking  to  win  IBU
Middleweight title TONIGHT!!!
against  Rolando  Paredes  on
GSS  Inaugural  “Best  In
Boxing” event
CLICK TO WATCH FIGHT CARD

Las Vegas, NV (August 28, 2015) -TONIGHT!!! it will be a
special night of boxing when Global Sports Streaming (GSS)
will  present  the  first  broadcast  of  a  brand  new  sports
streaming service and the premier edition of Best in Boxing
(BIB)

The first broadcast TONIGHT, August 28, 2015 will feature the
IBU Middleweight title bout between Tony Hirsch (18-6-2, 8
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KO’s) taking on Rolando Paredes (9-2-2, 8 KO’s)

The  entire  11  bout  card,  which  is  promoted  by  Borizteca
Promotions,  will  stream  live  beginning  at  10:30  PM  ET  on
YouTube and will feature the likes of popular female light
flyweight  Kenia  Enriquez  (13-1);  lightweight  Demond  Brock
(9-3)  as  well  as  undefeated  prospects  super  featherweight
Jesus Trujillo and Jorge Escalante (2-0)
Hirsch, who played cornerback for the Oakland Raiders will be
looking to add the IBU Middleweight title to his trophy case
as in his last bout, he won the WBC USNBC title when he won a
10-round  majority  decision  over  previously  undefeated  Wes
Capper (9-0) on March 14.

“Training  was  good.  It  was  like  regular  training  camps.
Nothing different.”
Paredes is a bit of an unknown as there is not much footage on
him, but that did nit seem to faze Hirsch.
“All I know is that he has a good record and I did not watch
any footage of him.”
His football career prepared him for fights like this where he
has to go into another man’s hostile territory, but Hirsch
again spoke confidently in saying, “I don’t get concerned
about that. I show up and compete and do my best every time.
It doesn’t matter the location.”

Hirsch is eager at the opportunity to perform in front of a
worldwide audience on GSS first live stream on YouTube.
“Anytime I fight, I am introduced to a new market with an
opportunity to gain new fans, I am excited that I can grow my
brand. That translates in to more money!!”
Hirsch is a natural athlete as he played for both the Raiders
and the San Jose SaberCats of the Arena Football League.

“After playing for the Raiders, I picked up boxing just to
work out. I decided I liked it and began training harder at it
and the rest is history.”
That led Hirsch to a brief amateur career where he went 6-1



and won the 2006 San Francisco Golden Gloves tournament.

“I am influenced by Sugar Ray Leonard and Roy Jones because of
their styles and great work ethic. They were always ready to
get into the ring and get it done. Before my fights, I am just
ready to get into the ring and get it done.”


